
Summer school is a very useful academic activity for me because besides studying, I can also 

meet and interact with friends from various campuses in Indonesia and Malaysia. This activity 

was very memorable for me because I was able to learn many new things about culture, 

language, and also science. During summer school, I attended many classes, seminars, case 

studies, as well as visits to various institutions and trips to various places. For example, I 

attended seminars to Sharia pawnshops and BTPN Syariah. 

This summer school also provides an opportunity for me to practice more of my English skills. 

This language learning activity is very beneficial for me, because I can understand more terms 

and phrases in that language. In addition, I can also learn their different cultures, and this will 

certainly be very useful for me when I later work. Not about culture or language but ideas and 

thoughts in completing case studies. There are so many thoughts and ideas that I think are very 

good such as the use of electricity for islands or plosok in Indonesia, regarding halal 

certification which is to make certification for culinary that is not only ingredients but effects 

for the community. 

Summer school semesters are not just about studying, but also about having fun and making 

connections with new people. During summer school I made great friendships with great 

people who shared my interests and goals. From them, I learned a lot about their view of the 

world, and their inspiring ideas. How they think about learning and the questions they give. 

Moreover, what makes me proud, because during summer school, I also won 1st place in the 

International Essay Competition Category Halal Industry and Tourism. This competition is 

very useful for me, because I can apply what I learn about halal and tourism. This is the best 

opportunity for me to play with words and promote Indonesia as an amazing halal tourist 

destination. In the process of the race is also very short, moreover the busy schedule and we 

continue to do mobility during pickles, making it a little difficult for me to prepare for the race, 

only what is very rushed is the presentation maker that I show, only I just prepared it at night 

where in the morning I have to present, but my confidence with myself makes me very 

confident I can bring a good presentation. during the presentation, seeing other competition 

participants made me a little worried, especially I only discussed about "Halal Tourism In Adia 

Largest Muslim Country" regarding the inhibiting and supporting factors of Halal Tourism in 

Indonesia. But it turned out that during my percentage the judges really enjoyed the 

presentation, and received praise about my presentation. it was a very new and memorable 

thing for me where lecturers from UI, KTO, USIM, UNAIR gave praise. 

At the end of summer school, I felt inspired and excited because I could interact and learn from 

my wonderful friends. I can also deepen my knowledge in tourism and halal industry, and take 

advantage of the opportunity to learn foreign languages to achieve my goals in the future. 

Summer school is the best opportunity for students to learn more, meet great people, and 

become more open and creative. I am very grateful for this opportunity which is very 

memorable for me. Summer school paved the way for many things in my future. Hopefully I 

can be better for a better future and  continue to learn not only in  school but  also  from 

anywhere  including younger friends, peers, and older ones . For me,  summer school is not 

only a place to  learn but also  a   place  where we want to process, make friends, and socialize 

about new  things in   a new place. Quite a short journey starting  from July 17  , 2023 to July 

26,  2023 for  approximately 10 days together, the  hardest thing was the separation of   30  

students  Being  one for 10 days makes us  know each  other laughter, jokes are  always there 



Being with us is the  best thing  in summer school. I hope next year's summer school  will  be 

even better   and will give more impression to all participants. 


